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  Matthew 5:38–48  !
For God’s temple is holy, and you are that temple. !
What have we done today? We’ve sprinkled water over Sophie and parents and congregation have stood and 
made promises. This day through that set of symbols and ritual which we call baptism, we have build part 
of her life foundation, a foundation which now includes this congregation, this community of faith. I’ve 
picked these verses from the full passage because I want us to think about them outside of Paul’s theme of 
judgement for today. !
The first level is at the individual level. While Paul is talking to the whole community – you all are that 
temple – there is a clear understanding that each of us who make up that temple are also holy. That is what 
is so important for today. Sophie is holy. Now Paul doesn’t qualify that in any way. He doesn’t say, “If you 
do this or that you are holy.” or “If you have this or that done to you, you are holy.” No, right from the 
outset each of us is holy, a holy temple. We each are God’s good creation and having been made by the 
Creator who is the Holy One, we are created holy. !
What does that mean? It’s certainly more than the quip “Yes, that child’s holy all right – a holy terror!” It 
first of all is talking about the Creator’s claim on us, on each of us. We are to join in as we are able with the 
holy awe of creation for its Creator. Secondly, it is about a way of life where the elements of love, grace, 
righteousness are the defining marks. Now, I know a young child knows little of these things, but that is 
where you as parents and you as the wider family and you as the household of faith come into play. I’ll 
come back to that shortly. !
The second thing it means is that if this child, indeed all children, and all of us are holy then each is worthy 
of the holy awe that properly belongs to the Creator, but must also apply to that which God has created 
and placed in our midst. If we are created in his image then you can be sure that God is interested in each 
one of us. God wants us to be fulfilled in the same way that God wanted the people of Israel to be fulfilled 
by being brought back into fellowship with their creator. !
What does it mean then for us to view a child in such a way? I think it is first about love. A child is easy to 
love. They receive it and respond to it no strings attached. We know all too well there are times when love is 
given or withheld with strings attached and the child learns that there is a kind of love which is not love, 
but the language of transaction, distorting the potential to love within the child.  !
Next, a child demonstrates so simply the element of grace. Their arrival amongst us, with all the difficulties 
of conception, pregnancy and birth, as well as all the joys and excitements that follow that path too, is one 
of grace. Their unfolding as a person, their growth and development, while somehow under our umbrella, 
are actually out of our control. They become the little person they are and grow to be the teenagers, the 
young adults, the mature people, and old wise ones they will be and their path is their path, not ultimately 
under our control at all. This is all the work of grace within and around the child. !
Lastly, righteousness. I know that is one of those churchy words but in its simplest meaning it is about 
being in right relationship; right relationship with God, with other people and with one’s self. A child 
simply wants to be in relationship, with mum, dad, siblings and any other people in their home 
environment. Most children start off with a sense of total trust in those around them. That is the key to 
what the Old Testament described as righteousness. It was a way of being totally trusting of God and 
responding to God’s goodness by offering the elements of holiness through one’s own life. We recognise this 
as being so within the church through baptism. God first of all loved us, offered us a relationship of grace to 
which baptism acts as a sign of that righteousness. !



Now there is a second level at which this all works. Remember I said Paul was writing to the whole 
community. Part of the background to those words were that the Corinthians were arguing, fighting 
amongst themselves. So Paul uses this image for them all, “You are that temple.” It is clear from his need to 
state it in this way that he was concerned that they act like a “holy temple.” It was not immediately obvious 
to them. A temple is about a community of believers and it is in this environment that our faith is 
nourished and nurtured. By bringing Sophie here and joining in our worship you are identifying that we 
are such a community which will provide that environment for her, and for you as a family. !
Here we hope to see the marks of Jesus upon us, the pathway of following Jesus through our daily lives, 
made clear, so that we can support each other. It is in that light that I want to look at the reading from the 
Gospel. You have heard it said ‘An eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth’… and then he gives three 
examples – each of which appear on the surface to require meek submission. Turn your cheek, give you 
cloak, and go the extra mile. Jesus is addressing our propensity to operate on the default setting of Fight-or-
flight; retaliate or flee. These sayings seem to buy into that by absorbing the violence and letting it go no 
further. That has been the main interpretation in the churches over the centuries, and it has given rise to 
some very important actions throughout our history. Gandhi used to quote this section from the gospel 
favourably as a way of drawing Christians into his struggles in both South Africa and India. However, there 
is a need to understand the context better, then I will illustrate with a personal example what I mean. !
Who could compel someone to carry a load one mile? It was a member of the occupation army of the 
Roman Empire. If they were going from place to place and had their baggage to carry, they could compel 
the locals to carry their packs or bags one ‘milion’ (roughly 1.5 km). Now the rules were written quite 
clearly and precisely. A soldier who compelled the person to go further was severely punished by their senior 
commanders, and the punishment was done publicly – well at least before his fellow soldiers. So imagine 
the scene – a platoon marching down the road transferring to the next post so they all have their kits with 
them and one soldier dragoons a local into carrying his pack. They march on and at the next milion marker 
he goes to retrieve his pack. “No, no,” comes the reply, “I will carry it for you another milion.” What has 
just happened? Where has the power of the soldier gone? Who will notice? What will happen? This is a 
creative thirdway of maintaining dignity and subverting the oppressive rode of the Empire. It is not 
simple acquiescence or giving in or absorbing the violence. So it is with each of those sayings, but I’ll 
look at them another day. !
I want to share a more personal perspective. Five days before my wife died her Hospice Nurse said to her 
"You've battled a long time with this!" and this is how Denise responded "Back in 2003, when we heard the 
breast surgeon talking about cells escaping, I thought that if we saw this as a battle to be won then we had 
already lost it. Instead, I've preferred to see this as a dance in which I've tried to find the best for each day, 
and as things have changed, so have the steps and the tempo of the dance. Now I know I've run out of 
stamina, there are no new steps available and the old ones won't do any more either.” And with that while 
holding on to her walking frame she demonstrated how her tap dance had become a floor grazing shuffle, 
yet, still she danced! In this she chose a different way to live. The public discourse for dealing with cancer is 
about fighting and struggling and battling. We are involved in a War against Cancer and we are either 
fighting or we have given up. The response of her hospice nurse was profound. She hadn’t seen it cast in 
that light before. My sister in law took it back to the Hospice she works at and got an immediate positive 
response from her colleagues. On Thursday I spoke about it at a symposium and three of the presenters 
who spoke after me, all apologised for using the battle image, but felt they had prepared what they had 
prepared and couldn’t change. Here was a creative third way to deal with the world of cancer, and perhaps 
the world itself.  !
Christians are called to bring in love, grace, righteousness, but not as the world brings - not love as a 
bargain, not grace with conditions, not retribution disguised as justice. Here in this community we will try 
to give Sophie love unconditionally, grace as true free gift, and righteousness as loving gracious 
relationships. That’s what we promised. That is the third way, the Jesus Way! !
The Word of Jesus is among us. Hear that Word.       


